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1 Introduction
In recent years, the availability of low-cost depth sensors has fa-
cilitated motion capture applications for personal use. Human mo-
tion can be captured to control an animated avatar, with no require-
ment to wear the dedicated sensors. However, users must contend
with avatar pose errors resulting from user pose recognition fail-
ures, which can be caused by usage environment problems or mea-
surement errors. For these problems, the accurately capture system
using a single depth camera [Wei et al. 2012] have been proposed.
In this paper, we propose a simple method for synthesizing seem-
ingly natural avatar motion based on the user’s body movements,
including user pose recognition failures (Figure 1). First, we calcu-
late the degree of confidence for each joint’s pose parameters that
are captured using a depth sensor. Next, the low confidence joint
poses are replaced with a similar pose that is calculated based on
high confidence joint poses. In addition, the joints that are not de-
tected are complemented with a calculated similar pose.

2 Estimation of false recognition joints pose
Body motion is recorded utilizing a KinectTMsensor, which records
each joint’s rotation during real-time user movements. We calculate
the degree of confidence for joints pi, i ∈ {head, neck, · · · } using
the structure of the human model to detect user pose recognition
failures. We evaluate each joint pose from (i) the continuity of pose
transition, (ii) the rotation limit, (iii) the collision between joints,
and (iv) the hierarchical structure of each joint.

3 Replacing the low confidence joints poses
We search the database of sample motions for a similar pose q̂ that
can replace a low confidence joint pose. The evaluation value em-
ployed for the similar pose search is calculated using the weighted
squared distance of the rotation coordinates of the joints from the
two poses, according to the following formula:
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{qc|c ∈ Mconf} is the sample motion joint corresponding to
the estimated high confidence joint{pc|c ∈ Mconf}. {rj |j ∈
Moutput} is the output joint pose after replacing the low confi-
dence joint with the similar pose joint.
The low confidence joint pose is replaced with the similar pose q̂.

In addition, the joints that are not detected are complemented with
a similar pose q̂. Finally, the output pose of the avatar model is
synthesized after integration processing (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method

Figure 2: Results of the synthesized avatar animation. (a) User
performance. (b) Estimation pose errors. Blue indicates the high
confidence joints; Red indicates the low confidence joints; Yellow
indicates the joints that are not detected. (c) Replaced with similar
pose. (d) The applied avatar model.
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